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K. Gow: You're right Brian, next month's webinar 

R. Escayola: Last month we spoke of an online booking app:  https://securedcondos.com/login  

R. Escayola: Jason is with https://www.nationallifesafetygroup.ca/  

R. Escayola: Here's a blog post on the legislation David is talking about 
https://condoadviser.ca/2020/10/possible-protection-for-condos-who-make-best-efforts-
to-follow-covid-regulations/condo-law-blog-Ontario  

R. Escayola: Take our survey on Virtual Meetings:  https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/LLNNFFK  

S.H.:  Senior building, proxies needed.... 

J.G.:  Seniors, a number without computers, proxies are needed 

F.: Our building is not allowing a vote without an email address, and yet is providing proxies 
from those who have submitted email addresses. This seems redundant to me. Also, it 
means many seniors without computers now cannot vote. Many of our owners are 80+ 
and cannot be convinced to set up an email address, even if allowed the use of 
someone’s computer. 

D.R. Our virtual AGM was in Sept. Only 2/61 owners without a computer but could attend by 
phone. Only one owner wanted a proxy but we had a discussion and she participated by 
zoom. 

R. Escayola: Here is Josée's blog: https://www.desservicesinc.com/blog-1 

B.: One option to include non-techs could be little Zoom in-suite parties for 3 or 4 people, at 
least to observe. 

R. Escayola: Great point, Bruce! Mayne dress rehearsals for owners? 
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D.T.:  great meeting on hybrid meetings - thanks 

D.T.: But the Board that wants to keep their Board closed, they really made an effort of getting 
proxies before the meeting….. 

R. Escayola: Denise's blog post on what to include in the package 
https://www.lashcondolaw.com/condo-agm-notice-of-meeting-packages-items-to-
include/ 

D.T.:  Excellent process - on recording… 

D.R.  Thank you all. 

C.:  Thank you everyone - another great, informative webinar!  

M.L.:  Thanks, everyone.   

A.P.:  Thanks everybody!  Keep health, keep safe! 

S.:  Thx, all 

USER:  Thank you all for another excellent webinar! 
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